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About This Game

Alien Shooter 2 -Reloaded is a large-scale sequel to the first part of Alien Shooter. This is the unique alloy of arcade action and
RPG elements which combines well-established world of classical games and unmatched dynamics of the first part.

  Alien Shooter 2 - Reloaded is a modified version of the Alien Shooter 2 game. Sigma Team started working on it right after
release of AS2, taking into account the players' wishes:

Size of the full version installation file was reduced to 300 Mb, compared to 1Gb of the original Alien Shooter 2.
Large installation file prevented users with slow connection from buying and downloading the game.

Player upgrade parameters simplified. Now you don't need to develop separate skills for each weapon type, so
you'll be able to complete the game using all the weapon types featured in it.

Two new missions added. Now the game features 17 full levels.

 New individual shooting mode added - Gun Stand. You will use powerful military equipment to eliminate
advancing enemy troops. As the game goes on, you will upgrade your weapon in different ways, and the right
choice will let you win the battle!

about 10,000 monsters on each map, showing up to 100 monsters simultaneously on one playing screen
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Arcade action combined with sophisticated RPG elements

Many hours of game play with 17 missions

3 game modes: Campaign, Survive and Gun Stand

And, to crown it all, dynamic music and sound effects

Natural phenomena (fog, rain, water)

A variety of playable characters, each featuring unique abilities

Character upgrade facility

More than 50 types of weapons - now you can not just kill but also burn, freeze and even diminish the enemies

More than 20 types of handy gadgets - from flare guns, radar and medkits to battle drones and much more

Red or Green blood selection

Highly imaginative selection of enemies

Reactive music which helps to drive the action
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Can't comment on the game as it crashes about a minute in. Tried some work arounds listed in the forum. They don't work for
my system. Developer has known about the crash for almost a year, it seems, with no fix. Don't waste your money if you have a
GTX 1080 like myself.. So I'm not the type of person to get easily scared and I won't be having any nightmares after playing this
game or anything. But what this game did do is increase my heart rate and build suspense. The VR scenarios this dev created are
simply beautifully breath-taking and amazing in creating a sense of dread. Whether it's a crow slowly flying and landing near
you or a gate opening or a sound in the distance, you slowly start to feel alone and powerless to stop whatever evil force is
coming. The abandoned cabin you are in, suddenly starts to feel too small.

It is true that there isn't much of a game here or a story. However, it's the experience that this dev brings which brings
entertainment value. I honestly can't wait to share this experience with my friends and family and see their reactions. Jump
scares may be cheap, but it's the buildup with all the little details along the way that make it work in this game versus other
games from other devs. Just notice the mushrooms in the grounds, the details of the trees and the ambient sounds. Everything
was detailed to bring the maximum horror to such a simple concept.

Sale Price Rating 7\/10 Definitely a must buy for horror fans for $6.79 is a good deal for the content, at normal price of $19.99
I would only give a tepid recommendation. pretty good game without the vr but with the vr its just terrible. i'd rec everyone to
buy Season pass . each dlc from Steep is just amazingly fun 10\/10. 10\/10 <3 Dragon. I will never know what lies in the goblin
citadel because THERE ARE TOO MANY DAMN MINOTAURS. This game is very hard, i only reccomend if youre ace pro
at these sorts of RPGs and have little to zero anger issues.. i wont lie this game is...something else the shooting in the game is
horrible the story is eh but this games parkour element is where its at i really enjoy that much the games voice acting is also lazy
you can tell the voice actors were just there for a check i got this game for sale at $0.99 so if you can get it on sale like that go
for it its entertaining to say the least
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Warning: Broken Game - Do not buy right now

2nd Boss is badly bugged. Do not buy until fixed! Random character deaths in non deadly spots - level does not reset correctly
when restarting from menu.

______________________________________________

Previous Review:

It's good. A different gaming experience.

You solve puzzles by being in multiple places at the same time.

You do this by performing step 1, jumping back in time and doing step 2 while your former self does step 1 again.
You can repeat this a maximum number of times depending on the level. Usually 3-5 time clones.

You can release the ghost in your pocketwatch (yes, you read that right) and freeze and unfreeze time while you scout out the
scenario.

There are Bosses. Basically elaborate multi-phase chase sequences.

People have complained about clunky movement, but it more about cordinating timing with your time clones than Super-Meat-
Boy style acrobatics.

People have also complained about bugs - only one I have seen so far is a rare non-scrolling screen on time-jump. Resetting
level fixed it the one time it happened.

The one lame\/annoying thing for me is text presented typerwriter fashion with no way to insta-text or skip. (also means no
voice acting) It's dialog with the ghost in your pocketwatch. It's boring and stupid. Supposedly some sort of storyline - whatever
- it sucks. You can end the dialog on a level by solving it quickly - Incentive :D. Fun little game well worth the cost of
admission. pretty ♥♥♥♥ing hard since you need that antidote ever 1 minutes I think?. Combat system isn't fun and the
platafoming system is confusing.
I can't recommend this game.. June 4, 2015
Micron is a decent game, short and reasonable. I would consider it purely average, providing good gameplay with fair
polish, but treading familiar ground.

I was expecting some rhythm elements, but they really don't exist. Each level has sounds associated with bullet
reflections, which helps to generate the music. Nothing is really based on moving to the beat, and some puzzles require
actions between the beats. Most levels don't require speed, but a few require timed actions to catch bullets at the right
time. The difficulty curve varied widely due to these timing-based levels, forcing several restarts to complete. Still, the
game is quite easy.

The music is fair, but is not a real gameplay element. Most levels are short and can only be solved in a certain way, so
replayability only comes from Workshop levels. Puzzles were interesting but not hugely satisfying. Later levels became
more frustrating, as one mistake meant a full restart. Once levels feature over 10 objects, I was wanting an Undo
button instead of a full restart. Granted, it didn't take long, but the short game length could mean that 20% of your
time is spent restarting and rebuilding levels.

Micron didn't do anything bad, but didn't inspire me much. It's a decent game at a fair price, a nice way to spend a few
hours but not really compelling you to challenge your mind. I would recommend a sale above 50%, below $2.50 USD is
a good time-value. If you are looking for rhythm gameplay, keep looking. But puzzle fans should find some
entertainment here for a couple hours.
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